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PIECE A TREE
S�ead Some Joy

Step 1: Piece A1 of fabric is always placed right side up (all others will be right side down). The back 
side of the fabric is against the back side of the paper pattern. Make sure you cover the 
entire piece of the pattern. Always check your fabric to make sure it will completely cover the 
pattern section when flipped over to right side. When sewing angles, this step is VERY import-
ant. Hold up to the light to check proper placement. Don’t skimp the allowances. Use a glue 
stick to hold piece A1 in place. Just a dab on the back of the paper will do. 

YOU WILL NEED:
8” Pillow Form

Back of pillow:  (2) 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” 

Background:  (2) 4” x 7” 
   (2) 2” x 4”

Tree:    (2) 2” x 7”
   (1) 2” x 5”
   (1) 2” x 3”

Tree Trunk:  (1) 2”x2”

Border:   (1) 1 1/2” x WOF

Binding:   (1) 2 1/4” x WOF

WOF= Width of Fabric

Step 2: Piece A2 should be placed on top of piece #1, right sides together. Holding fabric in place, flip 
paper pattern over to right side and position into your machine. Sew directly on the line 
between piece A1 and piece A2. Back-stitch at the beginning and end, beyond the line. 

Step 3: Check your seam to make sure you have a 1/4” seam. If in excess, trim the seam allowance to 
1/4”. Flip pattern to fabric side and open seam and press. 



#MyGirlfriendsQuiltShoppe 
& #PieceaTreeSpreadSomeJoy 

}
PIECE A TREE

Logan:
435-213-3229

Step 4: Crease the paper pattern on the printed side of pattern on the line between piece A2 and 
piece A3. Flip to fabric sides and trim the piece A2 fabric with your “Add a Quarter Ruler” to a 
1/4” beyond the paper edge. Be careful not to cut the paper, only the extra fabric.

Step 5: Unfold paper pattern and lay flat. 
Place piece A3 on top of piece A2 
(trimmed edge) with right sides 
together. Flip to paper pattern side 
and sew directly on the line between 
piece A2 and piece A3. Repeat these 
steps in numerical sequence until the 
section is done. 

Step 6: After each section is paper pieced, trim around all four 
sides allowing for a 1/4” seam allowance. 

Step 7: Remove paper from the fabric block. Add a 1 1/2” border for each of the 4 sides.

Do you know someone who could use an extra “lift” this holiday season? Giving 
something special you’ve made to someone else is like giving a hug!

This Christmas season we want everyone to have a Christmas Tree in their 
home! When you finish this block, give it to someone who may be away from 
home, or not able to have a tree in their home. Take a picture and spread the 

joy with these hashtags:

We can’t wait to 
see your �ogress!

GIRLFRIEND TIP:
It is highly recommended that 

you use an “Add a Quarter 
Ruler”, but it is optional. It 

really simplifies this project!
#GIRLFRIENDSKNOW

Go the extra mile, turn your block into a pi�ow! 
If making a pillow, hem one short side of each back piece. Overlap the finished seams in the middle, with raw 
edges alinging the pillow back. Right side of backing should face out. Sew 1/8” around the outside to hold in 
place. Cut binding strips to measure 2 1/4”, bind as usual. Insert your pillow for and you’re done!}

Midway:
435-654-2844
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PIECE A TREE

1115 N 200 E #230
Logan, UT 84341

Open 10:00-6:00 pm
Monday-Saturday

6 S 200 W
Midway, UT 84049


